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OWNER’S
MANUAL
Every homebuyer who purchases a green-certified home receives a detailed 
manual describing the green features in the home. The manual can help 
homeowners ensure that their homes continue to operate as designed and 
extend the service life of the structure and equipment.
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ENERGY STAR®


APPLIANCES
ENERGY STAR qualified appliances incorporate advanced technologies 
and use 10 to 50 percent less energy than standard appliances.







ENERGY STAR qualified dishwashers use at least 41 percent less energy 
than the federal minimum standard for energy consumption.


ENERGY STAR®


DISHWASHERS







According to the US Environmental Protection Agency, 
ENERGY STAR lighting fixtures use 1/4 the energy of traditional lighting.


ENERGY STAR®


LIGHTING







ENERGY STAR qualified refrigerators use up to 40 percent less energy than 
the conventional models sold in 2001 and at least 15 percent less energy than 
models built to current federal standards.


ENERGY STAR®


REFRIGERATORS







High-performance clothes washers use an average of 50% less water than standard 
models and about 31% less energy to run the washer and heat the water.


HIGH-  
PERFORMANCE
APPLIANCES







Energy-efficient windows keep your home’s temperature consistently  
comfortable and put an end to cold drafts and overheated spaces.


LOW-E
WINDOWS







RIGHT-SIZED
HVAC
Right-sized heating and cooling systems provide the most comfort and are 
the most energy efficient. Too big and the system will short-cycle, causing 
excess humidity. Too small and the system will not be able to get your home 
cool enough or warm enough.







A duct system that is well-designed and properly sealed can make your 
home more comfortable, energy efficient, and healthier.


SEALED DUCT
SYSTEMS







To improve the building insulation’s effectiveness, insulation must be installed so 
that all the cavities are filled completely and the insulation isn’t compressed.


SUPERIOR
INSULATION
INSTALLATION







Programmable thermostats can keep your home comfortable while you are 
home and reduce energy use when you are away or asleep.


PROGRAMMABLE
THERMOSTAT







Lighting sensors provide convenience by turning lights on automatically 
when you enter a room and reduce energy use by turning lights off soon after 
you leave the room.


OCCUPANCY
SENSORS
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Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) are considered indoor pollutants and 
can cause negative impacts to people who are exposed to them. The use 
of low-VOC emitting cabinets can help to improve indoor air quality.


CABINETS







Carbon monoxide is colorless, tasteless, and odorless (unlike smoke from a 
fire), and the leading cause of accidental poisoning deaths in North America.  
Detection in a home environment is impossible without such a warning device.


CARBON  
MONOXIDE
ALARMS







Excess moisture can create mold, affect the durability of building materials, 
and create water-related problems. 


MOISTURE
MANAGEMENT







Spot ventilation helps reduce pollutants and moisture generated inside 
from places like the kitchen and bathroom.


VENTILATION







LOW-VOC
PAINT
Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) are considered indoor pollutants and 
can cause negative impacts to people who are exposed to them. The use of 
low-VOC emitting paints can help to improve indoor air quality.
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Protecting the exterior doors from rain and sun exposure enhances durability 
and reduces the effects of weathering on your home’s entry.


COVERED
DOORWAYS







Drain tile carries water away from your home to limit seepage through  
foundation walls and basement slabs.


FOUNDATION
WATERPROOFING







Drain tile carries water away from your home to limit seepage through  
foundation walls and basement slabs.


FOUNDATION
DRAINAGE







Most storm-related roof damage is caused not by outright structural failure, 
but by water infiltration - which can lead to mold. A waterproof underlayment 
guards against snow and water infiltration.


ICE
BARRIER







Advanced house framing uses less lumber so it saves trees, saves on labor 
costs, and reduces construction waste. Less really can be more – less 
lumber means more room for insulation and greater comfort.


OPTIMUM 
VALUE
ENGINEERING







Overhangs provide protection against rain, hail, and sun, helping to reduce 
maintenance costs, and may even provide shade on the home’s windows 
and doors.


ROOF
OVERHANGS
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ENERGY STAR®® clothes washers use 40 to 50 percent less energy 
and about 55 percent less water than standard washers.


CLOTHES
WASHERS







New high-performance toilets use far less water and have superior flushing 
performance than typical toilets.


HIGH-
PERFORMANCE
TOILETS







New technologies allow faucets in the kitchen and bathroom to save water.


LOW-FLOW
FAUCETS







State-of-the-art showerheads save water and lower hot water energy costs 
without compromising performance.


LOW-FLOW
SHOWERHEADS







Shorter plumbing runs between the water heater and lavatory faucets, tubs, 
and showers reduces the amount of water wasted while waiting for hot water 
to be delivered.


VALUE-
ENGINEERED
PLUMBING SYSTEMS







Capturing rainwater on-site provides a tremendous untapped opportunity to 
increase water supply and improve water quality.


RAINWATER
COLLECTION






